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1-Day Enduro Experience for Repeaters (Germany) (M-ID: 2668)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2668-1-day-enduro-experience-for-repeaters-germany

from €260.00
Dates and duration (days)

You already participated in an Enduro training in Wesendorf? You just can't get enough and want to
master your adventure bike even better?

Then the 1-day Enduro experience for repeaters is just right
for you:

- full board
- refreshing your knowledge
- new driving exercises
- new training stations
- a ride outside the training ground at the end

With the one-day enduro experience for repeaters you can
refresh and deepen your knowledge. New riding exercises
and training stations ensure that your riding technique
becomes safer and safer...

Full board
At the welcome breakfast you will get to know the other
participants and during the training full board is provided;
food and drink are therefore included for the whole training
period.

Motorcycle handling
With new exercises for your travel enduro you refresh your
riding skills and deepen what you already know. You will
learn how to control your machine even more safely in
rough terrain.

Offroad terrain
New training stations on the training ground ensure that
there is no room for boredom even if you have to repeat the
offroad experience! The highlight of this eventful day is
again a ride through the Lüneburger Heath.

----

FAQ - frequently asked questions

Here you will find the answers to the frequently asked
questions about the

1-day Enduro experience for riders who want to repeat the
experience:

> Is protective clothing required?

Participation in the training is only possible with complete
safety clothing (full-face helmet, motorcycle trousers +
motorcycle jacket with protectors, gloves, boots).

> Can I borrow enduro boots ?

For a usage/maintenance fee of 15,00 €/day you can rent
Enduro boots (in common sizes).

> Do you have changing facilities?

>Yes - there are modern sanitary facilities: showers and
changing rooms with own locker. So feel free to come in
"civilian" style by car - you can then change on the spot.

> Do you have deep benches or should I bring my own?

We have some deep benches in stock here (best to book in
advance/enquire if available). You are welcome to bring
your own from the identical model, then you know for sure
that it fits and you don't have to worry about availability.

> Does the training take place in any weather?
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Basically the training is carried out in all weather
conditions. Training will only not take place if the weather
conditions on the training ground do not allow training at all
- but this has never happened before. The conditions at our
location are decisive! Participants who travel from further
away should call us at their home in case of adverse
weather conditions and ask how things stand here.

> Can I take part in the training even without a driving
licence?

To participate in our trainings a valid driving licence class
A/A1 and driving experience is required.

> I've never ridden off-road before. Can beginners also join
in?

Of course! Our instructors are responsive to each
participant. In the morning, they ask about their previous
knowledge in the welcome round and the training day starts
with the first off-road "dry runs" for demonstration. You will
quickly get into the rhythm and learn quickly - step by step.

> Are there also advanced trainings?

Our training area is designed to suit both beginners and
advanced students. The instructors respond to the
participants accordingly, so that everyone is challenged
accordingly and has fun.

> Is a single instruction possible?

All trainings are also possible as individual instruction. If
there are more than 5 participants*, it is also possible to
arrange your own training dates.

> Can I participate in the training with socio/social
partners?

No, it is not possible to take part in the Enduro trainings as
a couple on one motorcycle.

> How are the rental motorcycles insured? Do I have to pay
for damages caused?

Our rental motorcycles are all insured without any excess
for the participant, no additional fees are charged. Only in
case of gross negligence/violation of the instructor's
instructions or in case of a fully comprehensive insurance,
an excess of 1.500 € is due.

> Do I have to pay attention to anything when I ride my own
motorcycle?

Studded or mixed tyres (at least Conti TKC 70) are required
on your motorcycle in order to participate in the Enduro
training. For safety reasons, motorcycles with road tyres
must NOT be ridden!
If the motorcycle is not allowed, you are welcome to take
part in our training on the Hammerstein Park grounds.
However, you cannot take part in the ride, as we leave our
private area here.
Insurance when riding your own motorcycle (no rental
motorcycle):
In case of safety training (no race track training!) the
insurance you have for your motorcycle in road traffic is
valid. It is best to check with your insurance company
before the training.

> What are your payment methods?

You can pay the participation fee by invoice - normally
payable within 30 days or by the latest training date if this
is earlier. If the date is 4 months or later, there is a 60-day
payment term.

> Do you have any hotel recommendations?

Yes, we can recommend some hotels in the area to you.
Upon request, we'll send you an overview of our
recommendations.

> Can I spend the night at your place with my camper, bus
or similar?

You are welcome to park your overnight vehicle in one of
our signposted parking areas. However, we do not have
public sanitary facilities here. If you have not equipped your
motorhome or similar, you will certainly be better off in one
of the nearby campsites.

> Can I bring friends/family as visitors?

I'd be glad to. We have set up a visitor platform with tables
and seats in the Enduro area. There your visitors can stay
during the day and have a great overview of a large area of
the training area. In our Coffee Corner we offer snacks and
drinks during the training days.
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Category Motorcycle Training Course

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Flight to / from no, not incl.

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Training with your own motorcycle €260.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: Beta RR Enduro 125 4T LC €290.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW G 310 GS €310.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW F 750 GS €320.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW F 750 GS "tief" €320.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW F 850 GS €330.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW F 850 GS "tief" €330.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW R 1250 GS €360.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: BMW R 1250 GS "tief" €360.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: KTM 390 Adventure €310.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: KTM 690 Enduro R €320.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: KTM 890 Adventure €330.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: KTM 1290 Super Adventure €360.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: Yamaha Ténéré 700 €320.00

Training with a rental motorcycle: Yamaha Ténéré 700 "tief" €320.00

Included

competent and experienced instructors (German/English speaking)

Full board (welcome breakfast, lunch, snacks, hot & cold drinks all day).

for rental motorcycle booking: insurance included

a lot of fun with quick learning success

Not included

Everything that is not listed under features
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More details

max. 6 participants per group

Duration: 8 hours

A valid driving licence is required to participate in our training courses. Young people can participate in the
training accompanied by a parent or guardian even without a driving licence (except for the exit).

Participation in the training is only possible with complete safety clothing (helmet, motorcycle pants & jacket
(min. back protector), Enduro boots).
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